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Abstract
This paper studies an alternating renewal process when on-off times are random fuzzy variables. We provide a the-
orem concerning the long-term average expected service times of customers. Here, we do not use the a0-pessimistic
value and the a0-optimistic value of fuzzy variables, we simulate the expected value of random fuzzy variables based
on fuzzy simulation to calculate the long-term average expected service times of customers per unit time. Some ex-
amples is provided to illustrate the results.
Keywords: Fuzzy alternating renewal processes, Random fuzzy variables, Fuzzy simulation, The long-term average expected ser-
vice times.
1 Introduction
The alternating renewal process is one of the renewal processes in renewal theory. It is widely used in inventory
systems and queueing systems. In classical alternating renewal processes, one of the assumptions is that the on times
and off times are independent random variables. The notion of a fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh [1] who deﬁned
it as a generalized characteristic function. Recently, fuzzy set theory has been widely developed and used to renewal
processes. Popova and Wu [2] studied renewal reward processes with random fuzzy interarrival times and rewards.
The concept of random fuzzy variables provided by Kwakernaak [3],[4] and Puri and Ralescu [5] is a particular fuzzy
set.
Using random fuzzy theory introduced by Liu and Liu [6], Shen [7] established an alternating renewal process with
two states: on times and off times. They provided a theorem on the limit value of the average chance of a given
random fuzzy event in terms of system being on at time t by letting on times and off times be random fuzzy variables.
As another extension of classical alternating renewal processes, an alternating renewal processes only with fuzziness
is established in this paper by characterizing the on times and off times as unrelated convex fuzzy variables.
In section 2, we introduce some basic deﬁnition about possibility measure and random fuzzy variables. In section 3,
we discussed about fuzzy alternating renewal process and some theorem is proved. In section 4 we illustrate the fuzzy
simulation and in section 5, some examples is described.
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2 Deﬁnitions and preliminaries
Deﬁnition 2.1. [8] Let Q be a nonempty set, and P(Q) shows the power set of P(Q). Let Pos be a set function deﬁned
on the family of subsets of the P(Q). The set function Pos is said to be a possibility measure if it satisﬁes the following
conditions:
1. Pos{Q} = 1:
2. Pos{/ 0} = 0:
3. Pos{∪iAi} = supiPos{Ai} for any collection Ai in P(Q).
4. Let Qi be nonempty set on which Posi{:} satisﬁes the ﬁrst three axioms, i = 1;2;:::;n; respectively, and Q =
Q1×Q2×:::×Qn. Then
Pos{A} = sup
(q1;:::;qn)∈A
Pos1{q1}∧Pos2{q2}∧:::∧Posn{qn}; (2.1)
for each A ∈ P(Q):
The triplet (Q;P(Q);Pos) is called a possibility space.
Deﬁnition 2.2. Let (Q;P(Q);Pos) be a possibility space, and A be a set in P(Q). Then the necessity measure of A is
deﬁned by:
Nec{A} = 1−Pos{Ac}: (2.2)
The details about the possibility measure and the necessity measure can be found in [9].
Deﬁnition 2.3. Let (Q;P(Q);Pos) be a possibility space, and A be a set in P(Q). Then the credibility measure of A is
deﬁned by:
Cr{A} =
1
2
(Pos{A}+Nec{A}): (2.3)
Deﬁnition 2.4. A fuzzy variable x is deﬁned as a function from Q to the set of real numbers, and the possibility
distribution mx of x is deﬁned by:
mx(r) = Pos{q ∈ Q|x(q) = r}: (2.4)
Deﬁnition 2.5. Let x be a fuzzy variable deﬁned on the possibility space (Q;P(Q);Pos). Then the set
xa(r) = {x(q)|q ∈ Q;Posq ≥ a}; (2.5)
is called a-level set of x.
Deﬁnition 2.6. Let x be a fuzzy variable deﬁned on the possibility space (Q;P(Q);Pos), and a ∈ (0;1]. Then
x′
a = inf{r|Pos{x ≤ r} ≥ a};x′′
a = sup{r|Pos{x ≥ r} ≥ a}; (2.6)
are called a-pessimistic value and a-optimistic value of x, respectively.
Deﬁnition 2.7. (Liu and Liu [8]). Let x be a fuzzy variable on the possibility space (Q;P(Q);Pos). Then the expected
value E[x] is deﬁned by:
E[x] =
∫ ¥
0
Cr{x ≥ r}dr−
∫ 0
−¥
Cr{x ≤ r}dr; (2.7)
provided that at least one of the two integrals is ﬁnite.
In particular, if the fuzzy variable x is positive (i.e. Pos{x ≤ 0} = 0), then
E[x] =
∫ ¥
0
Cr{x ≥ r}dr: (2.8)
Proposition 2.1. Let x be a fuzzy variable deﬁned on the possibility space (Q;P(Q);Pos). Then we have
E[x] =
1
2
∫ 1
0
[x′
a +x′′
a]da: (2.9)
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Proof. If x is normalized, i.e., there exists a real number r0 such that mx(r0) = 1 and if r0 > 0, then the equation (2.7)
can be rewritten as
E[x] =
1
2
[r0+
∫ +¥
r0
Pos(x ≥ r)dr+r0−
∫ r0
−¥
Pos(x ≤ r)dr] (2.10)
=
1
2
∫ 1
0
(x′
a +x′′
a)da; (2.11)
The same result can be obtained when r0 > 0.
Deﬁnition 2.8. A random fuzzy variable is a function from the possibility space (Q;P(Q);Pos) to the set of random
variables.
Deﬁnition 2.9. Let x be a random fuzzy variable on the possibility space (Q;P(Q);Pos). Then the average chance of
random fuzzy event x ≤ 0 is deﬁned as
Ch{x ≤ 0} =
∫ 1
0
Cr{q ∈ Q|Pr{x(q) ≤ 0} ≥ p}dp: (2.12)
3 Random fuzzy alternating renewal processes
Consider a system that can be in one of two operating states: on or off. Initially, it is on and it remains on for a
time x1; it then goes off and remains off for a time h1; it then goes on for a time x2; then off for a time h2, and so
forth. Without losing generality, suppose that xi;i = 1;2;::: are random fuzzy variables deﬁned on possibility space
(Qi;P(Q);Posi) and hi are random fuzzy variables deﬁned on possibility space (Gi;P(G);Pos′
i). If the random fuzzy
vectors (xi;hi);i = 1;2;::: are iid, then the process depicting by the sequence {(xi;hi;i ≥ 1)} is called a random fuzzy
alternating renewal process, deﬁned on the possibility space (Qi;P(Q);Pos), where (Qi;P(Q);Pos) is the inﬁnite
product possibility space characterized by
Q = P¥
i=1(Qi;Gi) (3.13)
and
Pos{(q1;g1);(q2;g2);:::} = Pos1{q1}∧Pos′
1{g1}∧Pos2{q2}∧Pos′
2{g2}∧:::: (3.14)
For any q = ((q1;g1);(q2;g2);:::) ∈ Q. For any ﬁxed q ∈ Q, xi(q) and hi(q) are independent random variables, also
E[xi(q)] and E[hi(q)] are just the expected values of xi(q) and hi(q). However, when q is varied all over in Q,
E[xi(q)] and E[hi(q)], as functions of q, are fuzzy variables and their a-pessimistic values and a-optimistic values
can be written as
E[xi(q)]′
a = inf{r|PosE[xi(q)] ≤ r ≥ a};
E[xi(q)]′′
a = sup{r|PosE[xi(q)] ≥ r ≥ a};
E[hi(q)]′
a = inf{r|PosE[hi(q)] ≤ r ≥ a};
E[hi(q)]′′
a = sup{r|PosE[hi(q)] ≥ r ≥ a};
Deﬁnition 3.1. A positive random variable x is said to be lattice if and only if there exists d ≥ 0 such that
¥
å
n=0
Pr{x = nd} = 1: (3.15)
Theorem 3.1. Let {(xi;hi;i ≥ 1)} be a sequence of i.i.d positive random fuzzy vectors. Assume that the distribution
functions of xi(q) and hi(q), for any given q ∈Q, are nonlattice, the a-pessimistic values and the a-optimistic values
of the fuzzy variables E[xi(q)] and E[hi(q)];i=1;2;::: are continuous at the point a0;a0 ∈[0;1], and E[x1+h1]<¥,
then
lim
t→¥
P′
a0(t) =
E[x1(q)]′
a0
E[x1(q)]′
a0 +E[h1(q)]′′
a0
; (3.16)
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and
lim
t→¥
P′′
a0(t) =
E[x1(q)]′′
a0
E[x1(q)]′′
a0 +E[h1(q)]′
a0
; (3.17)
where P′
a0(t) and P′′
a0(t) are the a0-pessimistic values and the a0-optimistic values
P(t) = Pr{system being on at timet}: (3.18)
Proof. Let Ai = {qi ∈ Qi|m(qi) ≥ a} and Bi = {Ji ∈ Gi|m(Ji) ≥ a}. Then for all qi ∈ Ai and Ji ∈ Bi we have
E[xi(qi1)] ≤ E[xi(qi)] ≤ E[xi(qi2)]
E[hi(Ji1)] ≤ E[hi(Ji)] ≤ E[hi(Ji2)]
Conditioning on the time of that last renewal prior to or at time t yields
P1(t) = Pr{process A being on at timet|SA = 0}Pr{SA = 0}
+
∫ ¥
0
Pr{process A being on at timet|SA = y}dFSA(y)
and
P3(t) = Pr{processC being on at timet|SC = 0}Pr{SC = 0}
+
∫ ¥
0
Pr{processC being on at timet|SC = y}dFSC(y);
where SA represents the time of the last renewal prior to or at time t in process A, SC the time of the last renewal prior
to or at time t in process C, FSA(y) the distribution function of SA and FSC(y) the distribution function of SC.
It is clear that
P1(t) ≤ P3(t):
Furthermore, using the result of stochastic alternating renewal processes the theorem is proved (see [7]).
Remark 3.1. If {(xi;hi;i≥1)} degenerates to a sequence of i.i.d random vectors, then the results of (3.16) and (3.17)
in theorem 3.1 degenerate to the form
lim
t→¥
Pr{system being on at timet} =
E[x1]
E[x1]+E[h1]
; (3.19)
which is just the conventional result in stochastic case.
Remark 3.2. If {(xi;hi;i ≥ 1)} degenerates to a sequence of fuzzy vectors with the same membership function, then
for each a0 ∈ [0;1], the a0-pessimistic and a0-optimistic values of x1 and h1 degenerate to four real numbers. The
results of (3.16) and (3.17) in Theorem 3.1 respectively degenerate to the form
lim
t→¥
P′
a0 =
x′
a0
x′
a0 +h′′
a0
; (3.20)
and
lim
t→¥
P′′
a0 =
x′′
a0
x′′
a0 +h′
a0
; (3.21)
We are concerned with Pon, the long-run proportion of time that the system is on. If we let
Xn = xn+hn;n ≥ 1 (3.22)
then at time X1 the process starts over again. That is, the process starts over again after a complete cycle consisting
of an on and an off interval. In other words, a renewal occurs whenever a cycle is completed. Therefore, write
Sn = å
n
i=1Xi:
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Theorem 3.2. Let {(xi;hi;i ≥ 1)} be a random fuzzy alternating renewal process. Assume that S(t) be the total on
time prior to or at time t. Then
lim
t→¥
E[S(t)]
t
= E[
x1
x1+h1
]: (3.23)
Proof. It follows from Proposition 2.1 that
Ch{system being on at timet} =
1
2
∫ 1
0
(P′
a(t)+P′′
a(t))da; (3.24)
By Theorem 3.1,
lim
t→¥
P′
a(t) =
E[x1(q)]′
a
E[x1(q)]′
a +E[h1(q)]′′
a
; (3.25)
and
lim
t→¥
P′′
a(t) =
E[x1(q)]′′
a
E[x1(q)]′′
a +E[h1(q)]′
a
; (3.26)
Furthermore, it follows from the deﬁnition of the limit that there exist two real numberst1 andt2 witht1 >0 andt2 >0
such that for all t ≥t1
0 ≤ P′
a(t) ≤
E[x1(q)]′
a
E[x1(q)]′
a +E[h1(q)]′′
a
; (3.27)
and for all t ≥t2
0 ≤ P′′
a(t) ≤
E[x1(q)]′′
a
E[x1(q)]′′
a +E[h1(q)]′
a
: (3.28)
Therefore, for any t ≥ max(t1;t2),
0 ≤ P′
a(t)+P′′
a(t) ≤ 2+
E[x1(q)]′
a
E[x1(q)]′
a +E[h1(q)]′′
a
+
E[x1(q)]′′
a
E[x1(q)]′′
a +E[h1(q)]′
a
: (3.29)
Then
E[
x1
x1+h1
] =
1
2
∫ 1
0
(
E[x1(q)]′
a
E[x1(q)]′
a +E[h1(q)]′′
a
+
E[x1(q)]′′
a
E[x1(q)]′′
a +E[h1(q)]′
a
)da: (3.30)
From Fatou’s lemma and (3.28), proof is completed.
4 Fuzzy simulation
In order to evaluate the expected value of a fuzzy variable, Liu and Liu [8] designed a fuzzy simulation for both
discrete and continuous cases.
(a) Discrete fuzzy vector: assume that f is a function, and x= (x1;:::;xm) is discrete fuzzy vector whose joint possi-
bility distribution function is deﬁned by
mx(u) =

  
  
m1; u = u1
m2; u = u2
:::
mn; u = un
(4.31)
where mu = min1≤i≤mm(i)(ui) and u = (u1;:::;um) ∈ Âm and m(i) are the possibility distribution function of xi for
i = 1;2;:::;m.
Let ai = f(ui). Without loss of generality, we assume that a1 ≤ a2 ≤ ::: ≤ an,then the expected value is given by
E[f(x)] =
n
å
i=1
aipi; (4.32)
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where
pi =
1
2
(∨n
j=imj −∨n+1
j=i+1mj)+
1
2
(∨i
j=1mj −∨i−1
j=0mj) (4.33)
where (m0 = mn+1 = 0) for i = 1;2;:::;n.
(b) Continuous fuzzy vector: assume that x is a continuous fuzzy vector with a possibility distribution function m. In
this case, we can estimate the expected value by the formula (4.32).
5 Application Examples
Now, for illustrating the method, we consider some examples. We present an application practical of this model
how using fuzzy simulation method to estimate the expected value.
Example 5.1. Let us consider a random fuzzy alternating renewal process that xi and hi are trapezoidal fuzzy vari-
ables, xi = (1=2=3=4) and hi = (3=4=5=6). From the Theorem 3.2 and the fuzzy simulation method that discussed in
section 4, we simulate the long-term average expected on times E[
S(t)
t ] with the various number of iterations and the
results are shown in Table 1 and Figure 1.
Table 1: Results obtained using fuzzy simulation method
Number of iteratins 100 500 1000 5000 10000 50000
Expected ontimes 0.3557 0.3565 0.3568 0.3568 0.3569 0.3569
Figure 1: The solutions with different iterations
Table 1 and Figure 1 show that the mean of expected on times after 50000 times is equal 0.3569, in fact it remains at
0.3569, level.
Example 5.2. Consider a machine that can be in one of two operating states: on or off. Let the on times can be
modeled by i.i.d. positive random fuzzy variables with exponential distribution xi ∼ exp(li) that li = (2=4=6), i ≥ 1
in minutes. The off times can be modeled by i.i.d. positive random fuzzy variables with exponential distribution
hi ∼ exp(mi) that mi = (1=3=5);i ≥ 1 in minutes.
For calculating the long-run expected value of on times, it follows from Theorem 3.2 that limt→¥
E[S(t)]
t = E[
l1
l1+m1].
We used fuzzy simulation method from section 4 and obtain the following results in Table 2 and Figure 2.
It is obvious, that the long-run average expected on times with fuzzy simulation is equal 0.2837 after 50000 times
iteration. In this method we obtain the real solution without using a-cuts and interarrival arithmetic. This is an
advantage of this method. Then the long-run average expected off times is equal 1-0.2837=0.7163.
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Table 2: The Long-run average expected on times with fuzzy simulation
Number of iteratins 500 1000 5000 10000 20000 30000 50000
Expected ontimes 0.2662 0.2750 0.2818 0.2824 0.2830 0.2837 0.2837
Figure 2: The long-term average expected on times with different iterations
6 Conclusion
In this paper studied an alternating renewal process when on-off times are random fuzzy variables. A theorem
about the long-run average expected on times is proved. We simulated the expected value of fuzzy random variable
to calculate the long-term average expected on times per unit time. We can improve the solution with increasing the
number of iterations or improveing the random numbers in simulation algorithm
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